GLOBAL SCHOLARLY EVENTS
SPRING 2020

Below you will find a list of some of the Global Scholarly Event happening on campus and in the community this semester. Global Scholarly Events are workshops, trainings, or seminars that have a global, multicultural, or diversity focus. You may receive .5 points for each event up to one point for attending two. Documentation is needed to receive points towards the Global Citizens Credential under the Global Scholarly Work category. Please bring a documentation form (found on our website) when you attend an event and have it signed by a staff member. If you attended an event you think should qualify as Global Scholarly Work but is not on this list, please submit documentation to UH Global to be reviewed.

January

- 16 - White House Warriors: How the National Security Council Transformed the American Way of War
- 16 - Azra Raza on the Human Costs of Pursuing Cancer to the Last
- 18 - The Impeachment Inquiry: Diplomacy and Domestic Politics
- 19 - 'And Life Goes On' Film Screening
- 23 - After the Election: What Does the Future Hold for Hong Kong?
- 26 - Book Talk: Author Shuja Nawaz on "The Battle for Pakistan: The Bitter U.S. Friendship and a Tough Neighborhood"
- 28 - 75 Years After Auschwitz: The State of Anti-Semitism Today in Europe
- 30 - Security Risks and Challenges on the Korean Peninsula: Discussion with Victor Cha and Jean Lee

February

- 6 - State of War: MS-13 and El Salvador's World of Violence
- 6 - Antisemitism, Pornography, and American Jews
- 7 - Author's Talk: "Galloping Horses: Artist Xu Beihong and His Family in Mao's China"
- 11 - Iran, U.S. Foreign Policy and the Impacts for Global Oil Markets
- 13 - On the Border: How the U.S. is Closing Its Doors to Refugees
- 18 - Cougar Ally 2.0: What Does the Q Mean?
- 19 - The U.S., Mexico and Migration: Time for Cooperation, Not Coercion
- 20 - Contemporary Salon: Mariam Ghani
- 25 - Biography and the History of Slavery in West Africa with Dr. Sandra E. Greene
- 25 - How We Win: How Entrepreneurs, Political Visionaries, and Social Media Can Defeat the Extremist Threat
- 27-28 - Global Communications Summit
- 28 - Philosophy of Religion in Latin America

Continued on next page
March

- 2 - Through Galveston into the Hinterland: The Galveston Movement Immigrants and the Communities They Entered
- 18 - LGBTQ Awareness Workshop
- 24 - ‘The Latin American Writer-in-Residency Series’ Lecture with Bolivian Authors Magela Baudoin and Giovanna Rivero
- 24 - “The Gender Binary in Nature, Across Human Cultures, and in the Bible”
- 26 - Strangers at the Gates: Women, Religion, and Immigration at the Border
- 30 - Israel, Palestine and the Peace Process

April

- 10 - Cougar Ally Training (RSVP Required)
- 17 - Cougar Ally 2.0: Trans 101 Workshop

May

- 10 - Church & Society Series: Liberty High School - Many Cultures, Many Minds, One Goal…Academic Success

*Note: For all World Affairs Council events, please let them know you are a UH student in the GCC program to receive a discounted price or waived fee. For all Asia Society Events, please email Mei Qi at mqi@asiasociety.org to request to be put on the comp list for free tickets.